Introduction
Dispersive ordering is a partial ordering of distributions according to their degree of dispersion. In this note we (1) generalize a characterization of dispersive ordering by Shaked (1982) from the smooth case in which the distributions are absolutely continuous with interval supports, to the general case and (2) using this generalization, develop a simple proof of a characterization by Lewis and Thompson (1981) 
for all O<a<(3<l; we write F~G.
Extension of the Shaked characterization
Let S (x}," ". " ,Xn) denote the number of sign changes of the sequence XI," • " ,Xn, where zero terms are discarded. Let S(f) denote the number of sign changes of the 890 function f on (-00, (0); specifically,
Letters to the editor the supremum being taken over all t 1 < t 2 < ... < tm, m = 2, 3, ..... Finally, let S; == S(F e -G) for distribution functions F and G. 
Proof.~For fixed c, let to satisfy G(t o) > Fe(to). Let t* = inf {t: G(s)~Fe(s) for
t~s~to}. We shall show that t* = -00. From this it will follow that Fe-G can never change from + to -. This will complete the proof.
Suppose t* > -00. By the definition of t* and the right continuity of F and G, Next we present a simpler proof of Theorem 8 of Lewis and Thompson (1981) characterizing dispersive distribution functions. The simplification derives from the use of total positivity which is usually the appropriate way to treat problems of sign change. Theorem 2. Let H be a non-degenerate distribution function. Then H is dispersiveee H is absolutely continuous with a log concave density. disp Proof. ¢: Let F~G. From Theorem 1, for each real c, Se =S(Fe-G)~I, with ato + sign change if S; = 1. Since H has a log concave density, then by the variation diminishing theorem of Karlin (1968) Lemma. Let F be dispersive and twice continuously differentiable. Then F has a log concave density.
G(t*)~Fe(t*) and G(t*
To complete the proof of Theorem 2, let H be dispersive and let <Per denote a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 0"2. From the first part of Theorem 2, note that <Per is dispersive, and thus, <Per * H is also dispersive. Since <Per * H is infinitely differentiable, it follows from the lemma above that <Per *H has a log concave density. Since <Per * H~H in distribution as 0"~0, H has a log concave density. (See Ibragimov (1956) ; note that a distribution is 'strongly unimodal' in Ibragimov's terminology iff its density is log concave.)
